
  
 
  
 

FORENSIC ANALYSIS
Accelerate investigations with swift video review
 Batch import videos for post event analysis 

 Review hours of videos in minutes

 Identify all people of interest with detection info

SMART SEARCH
Pinpoint persons of interest in history archive

 Search by suspect image, name, camera, time

 Retrieve history of all previous appearances

 Compare two or more face images with similarity score

OVERVIEW 

Corsight is an advanced Face Recognition system that provides real-time face detection and recognition in the crowd. 

Corsight utilizes powerful computer vision and facial recognition technology for analyzing live streams and video and remains fast 
and accurate under poor lighting and low quality videos. 

Not rooted in deep learning, the system is based on Cortica’s Autonomous AI backed by more than 250 patents. This allows the 
technology to perform on light systems and scale easily and efficiently to large scenarios.

CROWD SURVEILLANCE
Automatically detect and recognize faces in real-time

 Analyze live camera streams in parallel

 N:N matching against multiple watchlist databases

 Get alerts in less than a second

WATCHLIST MANAGEMENT
Suspect enrollment and person list customization
 Manage multiple list types with different severity levels

 Single face image required for enrollment

 Enroll from camera or video detection

KEY FEATURES 

S M A R T  C A M E R A

FACE RECOGNITION
IN ANY CONDITION



 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS  

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
Runs on all cameras and video resolutions 
(including Infrared and fisheye lens)
 
EASY TO IMPLEMENT
Interoperability with security systems, access control 
systems (ACS) and specialized 3rd party software

MULTI PLATFORM
On premise application, 
multiplatform SDK and cloud API

SCALABLE ARCHITECTURE
System design allows high 
modularity and flexibility

TECHNOLOGY
More than 250 registered patents 
in artificial intelligence

PRIVACY BY DESIGN
Compatible with GDPR requirements

STADIUMS 
& VENUES

SMART CITIESRETAIL 
INTELLIGENCE

CRITICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE

corsight.ai 

TRANSPORTATION

CORSIGHT COMPETITORS

ANGLES + - 90 Degrees + - 45 Degrees

ELEVATION + - 45 Degrees + - 30 Degrees

PARTIAL FACE Requires as little as 50% 
of the face exposed

Require 70% to 
full face exposed

MIN FACE SIZE
40x40 pixels 

(Recognition, detection, 
enrollment)

Require at least 
50x50 pixels

SUNGLASSES Recognizes with 
sunglasses

Recognition sig-
nificantly reduced

ILLUMINATION 2-3 lumens are 
sufficient

Require well-
illuminated faces

DARK SKIN Recognizes all 
ethnicites

High frequency of 
false alarms

OUTDATED 
DATABASE

Supports images dated 
back 15-30 years Up to 10 years


